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Ever since we started developing and producing kites in 2009, CrazyFly Company has undergone tremendous changes. The kites
keep driving CrazyFly forward as a brand, and our market share has grown by leaps and bounds. The past few years have been
very exciting and kept us extremely busy. Our hard work has paid off with products you love, and thanks to you we have hit all
of our yearly goals.
This year, CrazyFly made another big step forward: a brand new CrazyFly factory has just finished being built, with final touches
in early August 2013. This new facility, along with brand new machines and the latest high-tech equipment, has once again
allowed us to manufacture outstanding products at a new industry standard.
We are full of energy and excitement for the upcoming season with plenty of upgrades and news to share.
Looking forward to another great season together.
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general manager
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PROUDLY MADE IN EUROPE
CRAZYFLY FACTORY AND HEAD OFFICE IN SLOVAKIA

BOARDS
MADE IN EU.

BARS
MADE IN EU.

As many people already know, CrazyFly is one of the few brands to have our own production and offices in Slovakia, Europe.
Starting and still operating as a family business, the CrazyFly brand has been built around high quality manufacturing in the
heart of Europe and exceptional customer service. This year, we finished building a brand new factory, which once again enabled
us to produce state of the art products at a new industry level. We are one of the few brands which can claim that all CrazyFly
twin tips, control bars and twin tips accessories are made in our own factory based in Europe. Having our production and R&D
department right next to our offices allows us to set new trends on the market and feedback is translated into products very
quickly. Sourcing the best materials available from European suppliers also adds to superior quality of our products.
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KITES

SCULP
FLAT DELTA SHAPE
3 STRUTS DESIGN
SAFETY CERTIFICATE

ALLROUND KITE
STABLE FLYING
EASY CONTROL
EASY RELAUNCH

ONE WORLD.
ONE KITE.

SCULP

3m / 5m / 7m / 8m / 9m / 10m / 11m / 12m / 13m / 14m
BLUE / GREEN / ORANGE / SILVER
ONE WORLD.
ONE KITE.

The Sculp is our high performance kite which is suitable for pretty much every
rider. Completely re-designed and improved for 2014 from shaping to details, it
performs exceptionally well as an all-around freeride and freestyle kite. While
keeping the main characteristics of the earlier Sculp models, the new upgrades
have allowed us to improve various important aspects of the kite. A new bridle
setup with four attachment points on the leading edge makes the 2014 Sculp
hold its shape in gusty conditions and adds to a more direct feel for the rider. Due
to the new shape and stronger bridle setup and positioning, the 2014 Sculp has
significantly improved top end performance and stability. Sticking to our
tradition of producing high quality products, we sourced only the highest quality
Dacron from Germany and Ripstop from Japan for the construction of the 2014
model.
In the air, the new Sculp looks and feels very fresh. The shape, bridle, and
construction are extremely solid, so there are no problems handling gusts and
strong winds. The focus here is freeride and freestlye, so we made the new

shaping give enhanced upwind performance as well. With a more direct feel, the
2014 Sculp is also very easy to control for beginner and intermediate, but the new
shape generates loads of power with quick response for kite loops and big airs in
the hands of more advanced riders. This is a perfect tool for progressing from
simple jumps to unhooked freestyle tricks, and the auto-relaunch will make the
learning process much smoother. The relaunch is even easier than its predecessors, and the kite sits nicely on the edge of the window with neutral power, ready
to pop back into the air automatically after the rider’s input.
The 2014 Sculp is your new weapon for ultimate performance in an all-round kite.
As with all CrazyFly products, the Sculp demonstrates the highest standards of
quality both in materials and manufacture. It’s the perfect combination of great
value, high quality and performance at a fantastic price.
The Sculp comes complete with bar, kite bag, pump, safety leash and repair kit.

FREERIDE/FREESTYLE.

TANGO
7m / 9m / 11m / 13m

ANYTHING YOU WANT.

The Tango kite is a brand new addition to our kite range for 2014. It is a very
unique kite with a revolutionary feature invented by CrazyFly: the Nifty Bridle
System. This feature allows the rider to easily switch between three riding
modes: wave, freeride/freestyle, and wakestyle. The Nifty allows for changes to
be made directly on the Tango’s bridle very quickly and easily. The different
settings on the Nifty bridle system change the flight characteristics of the kite to
the extent that it becomes better suited towards the chosen riding style.
CrazyFly is the first company to introduce such a feature to the market that
allows for three riding style settings on one kite.
In the air, Tango feels different on each setting. On the wave setup, the kite has
very smooth turning and flight characteristics, and won’t backstall when you ride
the wave out in front. It is very easy to control with soft power turns and feels
very light in the air, flying with you down the waves to be there with power when
you’re ready. This allows the rider to mostly feel the surf, as the Tango is very
gentle on the wave set up.
On the freeride/freestyle set up, the Tango kite is very dynamic. It turns quickly
with perfect power and moves exactly where the rider wants it to go. Powered

kite loops come with ease, plus the Tango provides amazing upwind abilities on
this setting.
Last but not least is the wakestyle set up, where the Tango is extremely stable
and provides the most power. When riding with the kite at forty-five degrees and
going for a handle pass, the kite stays in the same position until the landing. In
addition, this kite turns with loads of power in the wakestyle setting and offers
strong power boosts for unhooked kiteloops.
More experienced riders will benefit the most from the Nifty Bridle System, but
the Tango can be comfortably used by almost any rider. With a four-line set up
and very easy relaunch, this kite is a diverse power-house while being very user
friendly.
As with all CrazyFly products, the Tango demonstrates the highest standards of
quality both in materials and manufacture. It’s the perfect combination of great
value, high quality and performance at a fantastic price.
The Tango comes complete with bar, kite bag, pump, safety leash and repair kit.

WAVE/FREERIDE/FREESTYLE/WAKE.

CRUZE
15m / 17m

LIGHTWIND
SPECIAL.

Cruze, the new big boys for our 2014 kite range, are the dedicated light wind
kites, coming in only 15 and 17M sizes. Despite the larger size, the Cruze has only
five struts. On the one hand, this makes it very light weight for excellent
performance in lower winds. On the other hand, the five strut construction
makes the Cruze shape very solid and ensures easy relaunch in light wind and
great stability in gusts. The Cruze is also a great alternative for heavier riders.
Due to its shape, the kite moves fast in the air and has great upwind
performance. The Cruze has a direct feel, does not backstall, and delivers even
distribution of power throughout the kite. It comes with 24m flying lines plus 3m

and 6m extension flying lines to be added on in ultra light wind conditions. The
6m extension lines make a real difference in those super light sea breezes.
As with all CrazyFly products, the Cruze demonstrates the highest standards of
quality both in materials and manufacture. It’s the perfect combination of great
value, high quality and performance at a fantastic price.
The Cruze comes complete with bar, kite bag, pump, safety leash and repair kit.

LIGHTWIND.

SICK BAR

40cm / 45cm / 50cm / 55cm

SAFETY CERTIFICATE
AFNOR NF S52-503

INTERNATIONAL NF S52-503 CERTIFICATE.
The 2014 Sick bar has been certified according to the AFNOR NF S52-503
international safety norm and is one of the safest bars on the market.

PUSH AWAY SAFETY SYSTEM
EASY AND QUICK TO TRIGGER.

New quick release has a new stainless steel lever mechanism inside, which
reduces pressure and makes the safety easier to trigger.
• Easy and quick to trigger
• 100% collapse of the kite
• Easy and quick to assemble
• Comes handy in deep water or troubles in waves

FULL CARBON

MONOCOQUE ONE PIECE BAR.
• Full carbon tube on the sides for light weight
• High modulus aerospace carbon fibers
• Extreme strength and durability
• Ultra light weight

MADE IN EUROPE.

TEIJIN TECHNOFORCE™

NIFTY BRIDLE SYSTEM

The most technologically advanced ripstop material for a kite canopy. This high
density polyester yarn provides for ultra light weight, high tearing strength and
long lasting durability.

The Nifty Bridle System is a very unique and revolutionary feature invented by
CrazyFly. This feature allows the rider to easily switch between three riding
modes: wave, freeride/freestyle, and wakestyle. The Nifty allows for changes to
be made directly on the Tango’s bridle very quickly and easily.

LASTING DURABILTY, TEAR RESISTANT.

3 IN ONE - WAVE // WAKESTYLE // FREESTYLE

FLAT DELTA SHAPE

SQUARED WING TIPS

Originally designed by CrazyFly for top performance user friendly kites with
automatic relaunch, wide wind range and comfortable flight.

Squared wingtips provide for a more direct feel of the kite and more power in the
kite. This shape feature also increases the stability of the kite in strong winds.

WIDELY POPULAR ALLROUND SHAPE.

DIRECT FEEL, MORE POWER.

3 STRUTS DESIGN

EASY RELAUNCH

Reduces the weight of the kite and increases performance. Due to the shape and
high quality of materials the kite is strong enough even with 3 struts only.

Just pull on one front line and the kite pops right back in the air. Every rider trying
to learn new tricks will appreciate the simple and quick relaunch of the kite.

REDUCES WEIGHT, INCREASES PERFORMANCE.

MORE RIDING, LESS SWIMMING.

BOARDS

PRO TOUR MODEL
133 x 41 / 136 x 41 / 139 x 41

RUTHLESS HARD POWER.

The Pro Tour is the freestyle machine in CrazyFly’s range. Every detail on this
board is developed and designed with freestyle and aggressive riding in mind.
Innovative materials of the highest quality are employed - such as Spread Tow
Carbon and Kevlar reinforcements - and our focus is on perfectionism.
The Pro Tour is a stiffer board with explosive pop, so that you can really commit
and load it for new school freestyle tricks and nail them with ease and style. It
offers wide stance options to provide extra stability in difficult landings, and the
unique design of the SEC Pads and Straps provides maximum lock in. Complementing the package, Razor fins - with ultra thin profile - enhance speed and
ensure early planning.
The Pro Tour also utilizes a superb technology from the composite materials
industry. Spread Tow Carbon Fabric provides more strength at lighter weights

than traditional carbon weaves, and spreading the carbon yarn into very thin
tapes enables the fabric to be evenly stretched ensuring maximum and consistent strength throughout the board with less weight. We have been working with
carbon material for well over 15 years and there is simply no substitute. It’s not
all about strength though - our designers have also added a slight layer of
aluminum powder on the carbon fabric giving it a fancy sparkle in the sun!
The Pro Tour is not suitable for all riders. It is aimed at pros and at advanced
riders who are looking for a stiff board with explosive pop. If you know how to
treat it though, it will repay you and take your kiting up to the next level: guaranteed.
The Pro Tour Model comes complete with SEC Pads and Straps, Quick Fix II
mounting system and Razor fins.

FREESTYLE.

RAPTOR PRO

127 x 38 / 127 x 40 / 132 x 39 / 132 x 41 / 132 x 43 / 137 x 41 / 137 x 43 / 140 x 42

ONE WORLD. ONE BOARD.

Raptor Pro is a living legend in our range. This board has been fine tuned for eight
years and it has always stuck to its core features: full carbon and full wood core
construction with single concave bottom. Due to these factors, the Raptor Pro
has always been extremely well balanced and is a true all-around performer. This
traditional board has always kept its true face and it still rocks.
Even though the Raptor Pro is more traditional in its design, the technologies
and materials employed for the construction of this board are innovative and
fresh. Full carbon layup and the highest quality CNC shaped 3T wood core create
a dynamic, light and extremely comfortable high-end board.

advanced and pro riders who are looking for a high performance board for
committed carving and an insane amount of pop for their tricks.
Razor fins with ultra thin profile will further enhance the speed and early
planing, and the Raptor Pro also boasts an enviable carbon fiber look, and special
3D metallic colors.
The Raptor Pro comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a
handle and Razor fins.

The Raptor Pro is suitable for high performance freeride and can be really pushed
hard for powered freestyle tricks. The Raptor Pro is aimed at intermediate,

FREERIDE/FREESTYLE.

ELEGANT.

RAPTOR PRO LTD
132 x 41 / 136 x 41 / 140 x 42

This board does not need much introduction. Raptor Pro LTD is one of the best
boards we have ever made. Extremely light full carbon masterpiece with
Gullwing Double Concave Channels. Buttery soft in chop, yet dynamic for high
end freeride and freestyle. Plus, it is made with high quality materials and top
notch engineering.
The Gullwing Double Concave shape combines perfectly with the full carbon
construction and strong CNC shaped 3T wood core to provide amazing control of
flex, stiffness and pop. Plus, due to the shape, the Raptor LTD just eats up chop

and eliminates splash. There’s also heaps of grip for ripping upwind and for
loading up for jumps.
The Raptor Pro LTD is a highly refined, popular and very well balanced high
performance board with stunning design and elegant carbon fiber look. You need
one of these.
The Raptor LTD comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a
handle and Razor fins with ultra thin profile.

FREERIDE/FREESTYLE.

SHOX CUSTOM
132 x 41 / 133 x 43 / 136 x 41

FREERIDE COMFORT.

Shox Custom is the ultimate upwind machine and the most comfortable freeride
board in our range. It has quickly climbed up the CrazyFly ranks since we
introduced the Double U Concave Bottom shape on the Shox Custom. It’s built
for freeride, with soft to medium flex for the most comfortable ride imaginable.
We only use specially selected wood in the production of the Shox Custom.
The Double U Concave Bottom shape increases the overall all-round abilities of
the board. With this shape, the Shox Custom becomes the ultimate chop eater
and the upwind performance is staggering. For this year we have upgraded the
performance and we have reworked the look slightly. The construction layup
ensures the perfect flex, stiffness and pop and offers a fantastic balance

between these elements. We have also focused on increasing the flex of the
Shox Custom to make it even more comfortable for smooth freeride but still with
enough pop for pulling off tricks.
Shox Custom is designed for intermediate and advanced riders looking for a very
comfortable freeride board.
It comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor
fins with an ultra thin profile to enhance the speed and promote early planing.

FREERIDE.

ECO FRIENDLY BOARD.

SHOX GREEN
132 x 41 / 133 x 43 / 136 x 41

We are extremely proud to introduce the most environmentally friendly methods
ever in kiteboard production. With help from our supplier, new technologies, and
new machinery, we are able to produce the Shox Green edition kiteboard with
almost zero waste in production. The production process takes longer, requires
more hand work, and is more tedious. However, being in an industry which
heavily depends on natural elements, we felt the urge to head in this direction.
We are glad we did; the result speaks for itself.
The Shox Green is designed for intermediate, advanced and environmentally

cautious riders looking for a very comfortable freeride board. The environmental
aspect of this board, did not sacrifice anything in terms of performance on the
water. The Shox Green works a treat! Full wood core and a Double U Concave
Bottom shape make up for the most comfortable freeride and top notch upwind
performance.
The Shox Green comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a
handle and Razor fins with ultra thin profile to enhance the speed and promote
early planing.

FREERIDE.

ONE WORLD.
2014

BULLDOZER
130 x 41 / 135 x 41 / 140 x 42

NEXT GENERATION.

Bulldozer has been changed from top to bottom and became a
freestyle/wakestyle crossover board. On the bottom, the new Bulldozer received
a Quattro concave in the middle section of the board. The Quattro concave shape
provides superior edging, comfort, and softest landings. Towards the tips, the
Quattro concave changes into Hexa concave for more stiffness and ultra load ‘n’
pop. On the top, the Bulldozer received brand new SEC pads and straps, which
provide maximum lock-in and excellent control over the board. The SEC pads and
straps insert position also make the Bulldozer compatible with wake bindings.

Uni-directional Kevlar throughout the whole length of the board, which can be
seen through the transparent finish. The Kevlar is a high strength and low weight
composite and is used in military and space industries. Aside from the
Uni-directional Kevlar, the Bulldozer also makes use of Multiaxial Fiber Glass.
This construction provides a breathtaking amount of pop without making the
board too stiff.
The Bulldozer comes complete with SEC Pads and Straps, Quick Fix II mounting
system, Razor fins and a handle.

This board is shaped and constructed to be pushed hard, and it delivers amazing
power on the water. We have reinforced the Bulldozer’s construction with

FREERIDE/FREESTYLE.

REAL WAKESTYLE
BOARD FOR PARKS.

NUKE

134 x 41 / 137 x 42 / 140 x 43

Nuke is a dedicated wakestyle board in our range. Mainly designed for wakestyle
kiting, the Nuke will not disappoint in cable parks either. With brand new Double
concave channels in the center and four sharp V shaped ridges on the tips, this
board offers the ultimate wake style experience. Of course, the Nuke is compatible with wake bindings.
In addition to the new bottom shape, the Nuke offers bullet proof Kevlar
construction with extra layers of Multiaxial Fiberglass to take the beating from
sliders and kickers. The rocker line is designed for better downwind pop,

improved pop off wave kickers, and easier high speed landings. The Progressive
Flex Tips technology and the bottom shape also provide extra whip for load ‘n’
pop tricks. Given the Double concave channels and V shaped ridges on the tips,
the Nuke provides loads of grip and also works very well without fins.
The Nuke comes complete with SEC Pads and Straps, Quick Fix II mounting
system, 2.0 and 3.0 cm G10 fins.

WAKESTYLE.

GIRLS PRO
132 x 39

As the name suggests, this board is aimed at advanced
ladies, looking for a high performance board with loads
of pop. It is one of very few high performance
girl-specific freestyle boards on the market. Everything
on this board is custom tailored for the needs of girl
riders, this includes small S-size straps, an optimized
stance, girl-specific graphics, as well as a flex and pop
engineered with women in mind.
The Girls Pro has Uni Directional Carbon construction
combined with Multiaxial Fiberglass, which inclines the
board more towards freestyle. However, with this layup,
the board is well balanced and not too stiff. Pull this all
together and you get an amazing board for girls’
freestyle competitions and for aggressive riding, all in a
beautifully designed package.

FREESTYLE.

GIRLS

Comfort, style and performance are the building blocks
for a functional girl specific board. Our Girl’s board has
always been specially designed for girls - with an
appropriate construction and proper adjustments to
suit the needs of girl kitesurfers.

127 x 38 / 132 x 39 / 135 x 41

The Girls board is a very comfortable freeride board
customized for the ladies. Not, only the graphics, but
the construction, insert position and straps are all
customized for Girl’s. Construction wise we source the
finest selection of tip-to-tip CNC Shaped Wood Core,
Multi Axial Fiber Glass and ABS Rails to create a great
balance of flex, stiffness and pop. A slightly softer flex
pattern provides smooth and comfortable riding, soft
landings and eats up chop very well.

FREERIDE.

The Girls Pro board is designed for girls who are looking
for a high performance freestyle board with a lot of pop
that is certain to set them apart from the pack.

THIS IS LOVE.

CRUISER PRO
135 x 46 / 145 x 44 / 145 x 48

Cruiser Pro is a light wind machine with proven shape
and construction. The name sums it up perfectly:
Cruising around, having fun and enjoying the ride even
in the lightest winds. But of course, this board can
handle a lot more than that… Due to its unique core
construction and extremely light layers of carbon, the
Cruiser Pro can also be seriously abused. The very well
balanced medium flex of this board suits intermediate
and advanced riders, it rides comfortably in choppy
waters and the flat rocker and narrower tips ensure that
it is an incredible lightwind board.

ALLROUND

135 x 40 / 138 x 40 / 138 x 43 / 145 x 41 / 145 x 44 / 145 x 48

The Cruiser has the lightest and strongest wood core in
our entire range, which is reinforced with carbon
ensuring that the board is very light - even in the bigger
sizes.

LIGHTWIND.

CRUISER LW
The Cruiser LW was, is, and always will be the ultimate
lightwind machine. The name sums it up perfectly:
Cruising around, having fun and enjoying the ride even
in the lightest winds. But of course, this board can
handle a lot more than that… Due to its unique core
construction and extremely light layers of carbon, the
Cruiser LW can also be ridden aggressively. The very well
balanced medium flex of this board suits intermediate
and advanced riders, it rides comfortably in choppy
waters and the flat rocker and narrower tips ensure that
it is an incredible lightwind board.

154 x 44 / 160 x 44

The Cruiser LW is supplied complete with Dura footpads,
Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor fins.

The use of Razor fins with ultra thin profile also
enhance the speed and provide early planing, and this
year’s design features transparent paint with fresh
graphics and that sick real-wood look.

The Cruiser Pro is supplied complete with Dura footpads,
Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor fins.

FREERIDE.

This year, we have introduced a new straighter outline
on the Skim board. The new outline improved the low
end performance of the skim as well as the upwind
ability. Skim is a perfect toy for light wind fun and small
surf conditions.

SKIM
135 x 48

The strapless set up provides unlimited possibilities for
exploring new tricks and stance positions. You can put
the fins on, which see the Skim perform very well
upwind, even in super lightwind conditions. Or for a nice
skatey feel it’s equally happy being ridden without fins.
The Skim is also great fun in smaller waves, where you
can carve them up or use them as kickers for strapless
tricks.

The Cruiser has the lightest and strongest wood core in
our entire range, which is reinforced with carbon
ensuring that the board is very light - even in the bigger
sizes.

Whatever your riding style or level is, the Skim is always
fun to play with.

LIGHTWIND.

If you are looking for a high quality kiteboard which
performs well, looks cool, and has a very attractive price
tag, then the Allround is the board for you. An incredibly
comfortable board with soft flex, great upwind ability
and a decent amount of pop, the Allround is constructed
from three main elements: precisely CNC Shaped 3T
Wood Core, Multi Axial Fiber Glass and ABS rails. These
three high quality elements enable the board to deliver
fantastic performance on the water, and the Allround’s
construction is designed to fit a wide range of riders
from beginner through to intermediate. For this reason
it’s also our most popular board with kiteschools.

The Skim board features a beautiful transparent wood
core design with funky graphics and comes complete
with 3.0 cm G10 fins and a self adhesive EVA footpad so
you have the choice of riding strapless with a waxed
deck, or with the footpads.

LIGHTWIND.

The board is equipped with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II
footstraps, a handle, and Razor fins.

AGILITY AND RESPONSE.

TAURIN
5’8’’

The Taurin 5’8” is designed for small to
medium waves and is also a fun board to
play with on lighter wind days. With a
swallow tail and narrow nose shape, the
Taurin sits firmly in its course and allows
the rider to easily engage a lot of rail and
carves extremely well. The center of the
board is wider and contains most of the
volume, which is essential for light wind
performance. At its size, the Taurin is suited
for intermediate to advanced riders who are
looking for a solid board ready to rock in
smaller waves.

TAKII

THUNDER

The Takii is suited to slightly larger waves
and to larger riders. The versatile range of
use and its wider size make the Takii the
most popular board from our surfboard
range. It is also a fun board to play with in
light winds. This board suits intermediate
to advanced riders who are looking to try
new tricks and learn new techniques and is
intentionally a bit stiffer than the majority
of wave boards so that it will hold up to the
inevitable beating during this process.
Increased width and volume provide fast
planing, which is especially important in
light wind conditions and heavier riders.

The Thunder is designed for bigger and
more powerful waves. It has a rounder tail
and a thruster fin set up, and the board
offers amazing control when the surf gets a
bit bigger and in cross-off conditions.

6’0’’

6’2’’

If you want to ride with tons of power in
high speed turns with your board under
control, then the Thunder is your best
choice. The Thunder will get you on to the
wave of the day and give you the control
that you need to ride it all the way through
to the beach.

All three boards are constructed using the latest bamboo wood sandwich construction. The bamboo is preferable to wood due to its weight
and elasticity, and is exactly what is needed for superior wave boards. All three boards are supplied with Future fins made in USA, straps and
self adhesive EVA pads. it's your choice whether to wax it or ride with the footpads...

SURFBOARDS.

SPREAD TOW CARBON

SEC PADS AND STRAPS

A revolutionary innovation in carbon fabric manufacturing. This brand new
carbon weave brings more strength and lighter weight compared to traditional
carbon weave.

SEC Pads and Straps are Simple, Easy and Comfy. They provide maximum lock in,
support and comfort. These bindings are suitable for every riding level. The
advanced riders will appreciate not losing the board during jumps and tricks. For
riders learning to go upwind, the SEC bindings help because the board does not
slip away, which makes edging easy. The SEC bindings create a feeling of riding in
wakeboard bindings, but still offer the possibility to pull out your feet in difficult
situations.

PERFORMANCE MEETS ENDURANCE.

SIMPLE. EASY. COMFORTABLE.

FULL CARBON CONSTRUCTION

HEXA BOTTOM CHANNELS

Based on our thirteen years of experience in building high quality kiteboards with
top performance, we simply believe that carbon fibers are irreplaceable. Carbon
fibers are ultra light and at the same time extremely strong. This material is very
dynamic and it returns instantly to its original shape after being stressed, which
provides loads of pop in carbon fiber boards.

This shape of the board’s tips provides ultra load ‘n‘ pop. It also gives the board
superior grip and makes landings more comfortable.

ULTRA LIGHT, ROBUST AND DURABLE.

ULTRA LOAD ‘N’ POP.

UD KEVLAR

GULLWING DOUBLE CONCAVE

Kevlar is a high strength and low weight composite material used in military and
space industries. This high-tech material provides extra strength and pop for the
boards, which are designed for freestyle and wakestyle.

Gullwing Double concave shape provides amazing control for cutting powered
turns and anyone can feel like a Pro in making transitions. This shape offers
much more grip for upwind, difficult landings and generates more power when
loading a jump.

THIN AND LIGHT. YET ROCK SOLID.

IMPRESSIVE. IN EVERY SENSE.

BOARD SPECS
PRO TOUR MODEL
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

133x41
136x41
139x41
2.5 kg
2.6 kg
2.7 kg
1000
950
900
46 / 50 cm (WAKE)
VERY STIFF
SEC
SEC
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
SPREAD TOW CARBON, KEVLAR
CONCAVE
SPEED
NEW SCHOOL, FREESTYLE

RAPTOR PRO LTD
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

132x41
136x41
2.1 kg
2.3 kg
790
750
38 / 42 / 46 cm

RAPTOR PRO
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

127x38 127x40
2.1 kg
2.2 kg
750
750
38 / 42 / 46 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

132x39 132x41
2.3 kg
2.4 kg
740
740
38 / 42 / 46 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

137x41
137x43
2.5 kg
2.6 kg
740
750
38 / 42 cm

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

135x40
2.5 kg
520
38 / 42 cm

132x43
2.6 kg
760

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

138x40 138x43
2.6 kg
2.8 kg
470
520
38 / 42 cm

140x42
2.6 kg
720

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

145x41 145x44
2.8 kg
3.0 kg
420
490
38 / 42 cm

MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FULL CARBON
CONCAVE
SPEED
FREERIDE, FREESTYLE

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
QUICKFIX II LTD
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FULL CARBON
GULLWING DOUBLE CONCAVE
SPEED
FREERIDE, FREESTYLE

NUKE

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

130x41 135x41
140x42
2.6 kg
2.7 kg
2.8 kg
800
750
700
46 / 50 cm (WAKE)

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
SEC
SEC
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
UD KEVLAR / FIBER GLASS
HEXA BOTTOM CHANNELS
SPEED
FREERIDE, FREESTYLE

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SHOX CUSTOM/GREEN

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

134x41 137x42
140x43
2.9 kg
3.1 kg
3.2 kg
850
850
850
46 / 50 / 54 cm (WAKE)

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

MEDIUM
SEC
SEC
1.5 cm / 3cm G10
3T FULL WOOD CORE
UD KEVLAR / FIBER GLASS
FOUR V TIPS
WAKE
WAKESTYLE

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

132x41
133x43
2.5 kg
2.6 kg
700
680
38 / 42 / 46 cm

34 cm
13.5’’

145x48
3.3 kg
550

VERY FLEX
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
FLAT
ALLROUND
FREERIDE

136x41
2.7 kg
650

MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
DOUBLE U CONCAVE
HIGH SPEED
FREERIDE

135x46 145x44
2.6 kg
2.9 kg
900
600
38 / 42 cm

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

38 cm
15’’

40 cm
15.5’’

41 cm
16’’

42 cm
16.5’’

46 cm
18’’

50 cm
19.5’’

54 cm
21’’

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

132x39
2.5 kg
670
38 / 42 cm
MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II “S” SIZE
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
UD KEVLAR / FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
MEDIUM
GIRLS FREESTYLE
COMPETITION

GIRLS
145x48
3.2 kg
770

MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FULL CARBON
FLAT
SPEED
FREERIDE

CRUISER LW
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

37 cm
14.5’’

GIRLS PRO

CRUISER PRO

BULLDOZER
140x42
2.4 kg
720

STANCE CHART

ALLROUND

154x44 160x44
3.5 kg
3.8 kg
600
570
37 / 41 cm
MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
FLAT
SPEED
FREERIDE

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

127x38
2.3 kg
580
34 / 38 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

132x39 135x41
2.5kg
2.7 kg
540
550
38 / 42 cm

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

VERY FLEX
QUICKFIX II “S” SIZE
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
MEDIUM
FREERIDE

SKIM
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

135x48
2.7 kg
530
MEDIUM
NO
SELF STICKING EVA
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
FLAT
SPEED
FREERIDE, FREESTYLE

133 x 41

136 x 41

139 x 41

127 x 38

127 x 40

132 x 39

132 x 41

136 x 41

140 x 42

132 x 43

137 x 41

137 x 43

130 x 41

135 x 41

140 x 42

134 x 41

137 x 42

140 x 43

127 x 38

132 x 39

135 x 41

135 x 40

138 x 40

138 x 43

135 x 48

132 x 39

132 x 41

133 x 43

136 x 41

132 x 41

133 x 43

136 x 41

CRUISER LW

CRUISER PRO

SHOX GREEN

SKIM

GIRLS PRO

GIRLS

BULLDOZER

RAPTOR PRO LTD

PRO TOUR MODEL

BOARD SELECTOR

135 x 46

145 x 44

145 x 48

154 x 44

160 x 44

RIDING STYLE:

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

LEVEL OF RIDING:

BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:

70 Kg / 80 Kg / 90 Kg

FLEX:

SOFT / MEDIUM / STIFF

LEVEL OF RIDING:

BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:

70 Kg / 80 Kg / 90 Kg

FLEX:

SOFT / MEDIUM / STIFF

PRICE LEVEL:

132 x 41

140 x 42

SHOX CUSTOM

ALLROUND

145 x 41

145 x 44

145 x 48

Taurin 5’8’’

SURFBOARDS

RIDING STYLE:

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

NUKE

RAPTOR PRO

PRICE LEVEL:

Takii 6’0’’

Thunder 6’2’’

WIND RANGE (knots)

WAKESTYLE:
FREESTYLE:
FREERIDE:
WAVE:
LIGHTWIND:
PRICE LEVEL:

3m
30->

5m
25-45

7m
18-40

8m
16-35

9m
14-34

9m
16-35

11m
11-28

12m
10-26

13m
9-24

14m
8-20

BLUE

WIND RANGE (knots)
7m
20-40

10m
13-30

CRUZE

BLACK

TANGO

WAKESTYLE:
FREESTYLE:
FREERIDE:
WAVE:
LIGHTWIND:
PRICE LEVEL:

SILVER

BLUE

GREEN

ORANGE

SCULP

11m
12-30

13m
10-25

WAKESTYLE:
FREESTYLE:
FREERIDE:
WAVE:
LIGHTWIND:
PRICE LEVEL:

WIND RANGE (knots)
15m
7-16

17m
6-14

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
40 Knots
tel: 001 268 788 9504
40@40knots.net
ARGENTINA
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
ARUBA
Pro Kite School Aruba
tel: 00297 740 2193
pechi.sk8@post.cz
AUSTRALIA
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
AUSTRIA
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
BELARUS
Anatoli Andreyev
tel: 00375 296 575 598
and@open.by
BELGIUM
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
BELIZE
KiteXplorer
tel: 0050 163 54 967
info@kitexplorer.com
BULGARIA
Bars Ltd., Nikolay Dimitrov
tel: 00359 888 505 640
tarfa@mail.bg
CANADA
PKSdistribution.com
tel: 001 361 883 1473
info@pksdistribution.com
CANARY ISLANDS
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
CAPE VERDE
Surf Zone
tel: 00238 9978 804
rodirodman@gmail.com

COSTA RICA
Kiteboarding Costa Rica
tel: 011 506 267 610 45
kitecostarica@hotmail.com
CYPRUS
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
CZECH REPUBLIC
Best Kites s.r.o.
tel: 00420 608 889 719
kites@kites.cz
DENMARK
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

DISTRIBUTORS
IRELAND
Kiteessence
tel: 00353 8709 90111
info@kiteessence.ie

MOZAMBIQUE
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

NAMIBIA
Walvis Bay Wind
tel: 0049 172 38 39 604
andreas.huebner@superkabel.de

ISRAEL
KiteStore
tel: 009725 463 07 106
info@kitestore.co.il

NETHERLANDS
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

ITALY
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
JAPAN
Powerzone
tel: 0081 87 833 3306
powerzonekite@yahoo.co.jp

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Kiteboarding Bonaire
tel: 00599 786 6138
info@kiteboardingbonaire.com

KAZAKHSTAN
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

NORWAY
Sideshore
tel: 0047 982 24624
lars@sideshore.no

KENYA
Airborne Kite Centre
tel: 00254 731 212 410
info@airbornekitecentre.com

PANAMA
Machete Kites
tel: 00507 667 477 72
info@machetekites.com

LATVIA
DDE kaitborda apvieniba
tel: 00371 291 264 97
reinis@dde.lv

PHILIPPINES
Islakite
tel: 0063 36 288 5352
info@islakite.com

GERMANY
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

LITHUANIA
UAB Xpro Grupe
tel: 00370 686 339 93
darius@xpro.lt

POLAND
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

GREECE
Bit Of Salt
tel: 0030 228 404 2757
bitosalt@otenet.gr

MALTA
Surf Sail
tel: 00 356 2152 3225
surfsail@go.net.mt

GUADELOUPE
Turkoise Kites Cool
tel: 00590 690 431 551
tkcool@wanadoo.fr

MAURITIUS
Yoaneye
tel: 00230 7378296
info@yoaneye.com

HONGKONG
Kitesurf4ever
tel: 00852 69 76 70 77
kiteboarding4ever@yahoo.com

MEXICO
PKSdistribution.com
tel: 001 361 883 1473
info@pksdistribution.com

HUNGARY
Surfstation
tel: 0036 309 579 9299
info@surfstation.hu

MOLDOVA
Gals.md
tel: 00373 690 101 01
info@gals.md

EGYPT
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
FINLAND
Kitetirri Tmi
tel: 00358 405 404 513
kitetirri@gmail.com
FRANCE
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

PORTUGAL
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
QATAR
Qatar Kiteboarding
tel: 00974 55 90 0300
tloomne@hotmail.com
ROMANIA
H2O Sports
tel: 00407 22 30 23 25
itache@h2o.ro
RUSSIA
Vladimir Kutsenko
tel: 00372 627 5880
vladimir@flysurfer.ee

REGISTER
YOUR GEAR
kiteboardingforchildren.com
All data subject to change.
© CrazyFly Kiteboarding 2013.

crazyflykites.com/register
WWW.CRAZYFLYKITES.COM

SERBIA
AND MONTENEGRO
Kiteloopcenter
tel: 00381 638 05 58 62
kiteloopclub@yahoo.com
SEYCHELLES
Hermann Holst
tel: 00248 526 187
hermann@visioncare-sey.com
SINGAPORE
Kitoons Asia
tel: 0065 93 851 331
info@kitoons.asia
SLOVAKIA
Crazy Fly s.r.o
tel: 00421 32 743 42 72
info@crazyflykites.com
SLOVENIA
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
SOUTH AFRICA
Surfers Ballito Bay
tel: 0027 828 222 810
info@kitesurfers.co.za

THAILAND
Kitesurf Thailand
tel: 0066 89 529 2050
willy@kitesurfthailand.com
TUNISIA
Globalkite
tel: 00216 97 270 931
info@globalkite.com
TURKEY
Kite Academy Turkey
tel: 0090 530 776 8154
info@kiteacademytr.com
UKRAINE
Yura Manuylov
tel: 00380 674 860 486
manuylov@ukr.net
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Shamal Kitesurfing
tel: 00971 50 768 92 26
astrid@shamalkitesurfing.com
UNITED KINGDOM
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

SOUTH KOREA
Kihwan Kwon
tel: 0082 51 207 3700
kihwankwon@hotmail.com
SPAIN
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
SWEDEN
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
SWITZERLAND
Freestyle-Shop
tel: 0041 344 222 101
info@freestyle-shop.ch
TAHITI
Alex Decian
tel: 00689 545 989
adqnahoata@mail.pf

URUGUAY
Darwind
tel: 00598 94 410551
info@dar-wind.com.uy
USA
PKSdistribution.com
tel: 001 361 883 1473
info@pksdistribution.com
VENEZUELA
Coche Kite Sports Center
tel: 0058 414 794 2133
kitesurfchris@hotmail.com
VIETNAM
KiteNSurf
tel: 0084 1267 194 923
kitensurf@gmail.com

TAIWAN
Spot X-sport
tel: 00886 988 005427
tony@spot.com.tw

2

YEARS EXTENDED
WARRANTY
crazyflykites.com/extend

